
The most fundamental aspect of pest management is identification of a pest or threat and understanding enough about 
their biology to bring the right management options to bear to correct or prevent infestations. Each pest species has its 
unique ecology. Understanding the fine differences is critical to resolving roach situations.

GERMAN ROACHES
German roaches tend to be the worst threats. They are among the most prolific of roaches, so populations can explode 
quickly if they find a good habitat. Their small size allows them to find more harborages than other roaches. German roach-
es spend most of their lives in moist, dark cracks and crevices close to food sources. Very young German roaches may 
not leave harborages until they are older, feeding on adult feces and secretions back in the harborage.

Food processing plants present a daunting challenge among all the equipment, pipes, wall penetrations and processing 
operations to figure out an efficient plan of attack. Careful inspection is key to identifying different harborages and hot 
spots of infestations. It may not be feasible to properly and thoroughly treat an entire plant, so control measures often 
need to be focused on the hot spots. Not every crack and crevice will be an active harborage, but identify them for 
follow-up sealing. Inspect with a flashlight and tiny burst applications of a pyrethrin flushing aerosol. Deploy lots of glue 
boards, including glue board wraps around pipes. These can determine routes and directions of travel and tell an inspector 
some things about the population. Hot spots can sometimes be found in surprising places: hollow doors, insulation seams 
of steam pipes and, of course, cracks behind wall panels or shields, hollow equipment legs and various other voids in 
equipment or structures.

Clean up sanitation issues that attract roaches as best as possible and correct excessive moisture conditions. Seal cracks 
to eliminate access to harborages. Baits have been the pesticide formulation of choice for roaches for the past 25 years 
or so. Baiting for German roaches needs to be intensive with small bait placements spaced not much more than a couple 
feet apart. Therefore, extensive baiting may not be feasible in many food processing situations. Adult roaches that feed 
on many modern roach baits produce toxic feces, secretions and dead bodies back in the harborages that control young 
roaches that have not come out yet. Crack and crevice residual insecticide applications into appropriate voids were the 
standards for roach control for many years and remain a feasible approach in food processing. Space treatments can 
provide some relief and the resulting dead bodies can help point to hot spots, but these treatments will not reach into 
deep harborages to get to the root cause and source of a problem.

AMERICAN ROACHES
Roach problem #2 tends to be the American cockroach. This large roach is an indoor-outdoor species, so it is out in 
nature during certain times of the year. It is content living in mulch and decaying vegetation. It is always a potential 
invader. American roaches are fond of warm utility steam tunnels, boiler rooms and certain drains or sewers, so these 
can be the kinds of areas to focus treatments. Food sources for American roaches can range from food products or 
ingredients to the drain residues that they find on more natural habitats. Baits are good choices for American roaches, 
but beware that this species is large with a large appetite, so adequate quantities of bait need to be provided. Drain 
cleaning, residual applications outdoors or in tunnels and approved dust applications into manholes are other techniques 
especially good for American roaches.
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ORIENTAL ROACHES
Oriental roaches can also be a somewhat indoor-outdoor species, but they like dark, cooler environments such as crawl 
spaces, cooler cellars and drains. Control tactics would be similar to those for American roaches.

WOOD ROACHES AND OTHERS
Wood roaches are increasingly documented in food processing. Most often, they are among the large complex of night 
flying insects captured in insect light traps. Distinguishing between an invader wood roach and a similar-sized German 
roach is distinguishing between very different threat levels. There have been a few situations with certain wood roaches 
infesting poorly designed wall and roof structures where dampness and rotting wood are present – not unlike the mulch 
or rotting vegetation of their natural habitat.  

One more noteworthy roach is the brown banded roach. Similar in size to a German roach but with other distinguishing 
identification features, the brown banded roach prefers office and library types of environments.  Glue on book bindings, 
envelopes, etc. are favorite foods. It is easiest to visualize the difference in environments between German and brown 
banded roaches with a residential example: German roaches will be most likely found in kitchens and bathrooms where 
those warm, moist harborages close to food are present, while brown banded roaches will more likely be in offices, 
libraries, etc. that are dryer and less rich in human food than the German roach prefers.

Jerry Heath, Board Certified Entomologist, is Staff Entomologist serving a broad range of technical service needs for IFC’s 
food industry clients. With nearly forty years of experience, Jerry’s career has focused exclusively in the fields of entomology 
and pest management in academic and several industrial settings. Since 1937, IFC is the only national pest management 
company focused solely on the food industry. For more information, visit www.indfumco.com or call 800-477-4432.
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Pest Prevention Tips for Maintenance5
The value of a maintenance person with some sealant and simple hardware cannot be overstated.  Consider the tradeo! between a pest
management technician that makes treatments routinely and has certain chronic challenges, and some simple maintenance work that could 
solve an exclusion or harborage issue once and for all.

Learn more about IFC's different approach.
Visit https://indfumco.com/ipm-different-approach

Call 800-477-4432

IPM-BASED PREVENTION TIPS
FOR SANITATION AND MAINTENANCE

Jerry Heath, BCE
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1 FIX DOORS THAT DON’T CLOSE PROPERLY OR HAVE GAPS. A tremendous number of insect and rodent issues can be 
traced to simple openings to the outdoors. Door openings are the most common culprit, but other openings can be 
anywhere from ground level up to the roof.

SEAL CRACKS. Most of the important insect pests spend most of their lives in cracks and crevices. These may be 
expansion joints in concrete floors, floor-wall junction cracks at the edges of various panels or sheeting materials.  
Clean cracks out as well as possible, treat with residual insecticide and fill with sealant.

SEAL WALL PENETRATION HOLES. Oversized holes where pipes, wires or other utilities pass through walls create 
harborages in their own right, and sometimes pathways into wall voids.

ATTEND TO PROPER STORAGE OF DEAD EQUIPMENT AND HARDWARE SUPPLIES. Hardware supplies and dead 
equipment – often dirty and in a heap somewhere, is great harborage for insects and rodents. Clean these and cap 
pipes, etc. Store hardware and equipment in an orderly manner and off the floor or ground.

INSPECT. THINK LIKE A BUG! Create a list of cracks, holes, and other deficiencies, and track your progress in getting 
them fixed. Make this an exercise in accomplishing great things with minimum expense rather than a daunting 
challenge. It may be helpful to prioritize areas by zones.
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